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I. Introduction. Let 7? be a u-ring, that is, an unramified complete

discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero with residue field k

having characteristic p 9* 0. Let Re and Re be totally ramified exten-

sions of R of degree e. The symbol H represents the natural map of a

local ring onto its residue field. We say that an automorphism f on k

lifts to an automorphism r on Re, and r induces f, if Hr = tH. In

this note we shall prove the following theorem and a number of corol-

laries.

Theorem 1. Assume that (e, p) = 1 and let ir and -k' be prime elements

of Re and Re respectively. Then we have p = ir'u and p = ir'eu' where u and

u' are units in Re and Re. If f is the automorphism on k induced by

the isomorphism r:Re—*Ri" then H(u'~l)fH(u) has an eth root in k.

Conversely, if f is an automorphism on k such that H(u'~x)tH(u) has

an eth root in k then there exists an isomorphism r of Re onto Re such

that t induces f. Moreover, r can be chosen so that t(R) =R.

We shall discuss a number of corollaries of Theorem 1 and defer

the^proof of the theorem.

Corollary 1. An automorphism f on k lifts to an automorphism of

R€ if and only if H(u)~1:rH(u) has an eth root in k.

Corollary 2. // the automorphism f on k lifts to an isomorphism

t of Re onto RI then f lifts to an isomorphism of R, onto Re which maps

R onto itself.

Let G denote the automorphism group of Re with identity mapping

e. Let

Gi = {a I a E G, a - e(Re) C n<7ce}

and

Ht = {a I a G Gt, a - e(U) E nt+1Re}.

It is well known and not difficult to show that if (e, p) =1 then

Ht = Gt for t>l. Thus, in this case we have the extended chain of

ramification groups
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(1)        ■: ? G D Gi D ff, D G2 D G3 D • ■ • D G.O • • • .

All the factors of (1) save G/Gi are evaluated in [l, Theorem 5]. Also,

see [3, Theorem 6 and Corollary]. As an immediate consequence of

Corollary 1 we have

Corollary 3. The group G/Gi is isomorphic to the group of all

automorphisms f on k such that H(u)~1tH(u) has an eth root in k.

It was shown in the middle thirties (for a discussion, see MacLane

[3, p. 423]) that an unramified fl-ring is determined by its residue

field. A long standing question has been the following—can one char-

acterize the isomorphically distinct rings Re in terms of the structure

of the residue field k and if so, how? In the tamely ramified case,

(e, p) = l, the answer is yes and the solution is given by [l, Theorem

3] in the case in which k is perfect. Corollary 4 below yields the same

conclusion without restriction on k.

As in [l, p. 495] we consider the equivalence relation "~e" on k*,

the nonzero elements of k, in which a ~e b if there is an automorphism

f on k such that a~lf(b) is in k", the set of eth powers in k*. Let [a]

represent the equivalence class containing a and let E be the set of

all classes [a].

Corollary 4. The rings Re and R£ of Theorem 1 are isomorphic if

and only if [H(u) ] — [H(u') ], thus the mapping Re—> [H(u) ] induces

a one to one correspondence between classes of isomorphic rings R„ and E.

Proof. The first sentence follows immediately from Theorem 1.

Thus the mapping Re—> [H(u) ] is well defined, a fact which can be

observed directly. Given aEk* choose u in R such that H(u) =a.

Thus Re = R(Tr), where tt is a root of x' — pu, maps onto [a]. Thus the

induced mapping is onto.

II. Proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. Let Re and Rl be tamely ramified extensions of R and let

r: Re-^Re be an isomorphism which induces the automorphism f on the

residue field k. Then there exists an isomorphism 17: Re—>Rl such that

v(R) =R and ij = f.

Proof. Since every automorphism on k lifts to R there is an auto-

morphism a on R such that a = f-1. Then ret: R—*Rl has the property

ra — e(R) E^'Re ■ Thus, by [2, Theorem 4] ra can be extended to an

automorphism p on Ri such that /3 — e(Ri) Cir'Ri ■ Now r-lP(R)

= T-iTa(R)=R. Let v=p-1T. Then we have r/(i?) =R and ^ = ^1? = f.
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Now, let t: Re—^Re be an isomorphism. By Lemma 1 there exists

an isomorphism rj: Re-*Re such that n(R):=R and ?j = f. It follows

from Theorem 3 of [l, p. 494] that H(u'"1)fH(u) is in ke. The con-

verse follows immediately from the same Theorem [l, Theorem 3]

and the fact that every automorphism on k lifts to R.

III. An example. Again we assume that (e, p) = 1.

Using product as the operation we write ke for the group k*/ke.

The automorphisms of k induce a group G of automorphisms on ke.

Let <p represent the natural map of k* onto ke. For x in ke let [x]a

denote the set of elements in ke conjugate to x with respect to G. We

state without proof.

Proposition 1. Let a be in k*. The correspondence [a]—*[<p(a)]0 is

a one to one correspondence between E and the classes of conjugate ele-

ments in ke with respect to G.

We consider the case in which k = GF(pr), the field with p" elements.

Let n = (e, pr — 1). Then for any b in k*, a ~e b if and only if a ~„ b. Also

ke is the cyclic group of order n. Since all elements in a given conjugate

class have the same order it follows that the number of conjugate

classes is

y <pjq)
«m   I(q)

where <p is the Euler ip function and I(q) is the least positive integer

5 such that q\p' — l. We also require that <p(l) =7/(1) = 1. Thus, if

A^e, k) is the number of isomorphically distinct rings Re with residue

field k, we have,

N(e, GF(pr)) -       2Z     ^pr •
ol(e.J>r-l)    I\Q)

In particular, if (e, pr-1) = 1, N(e, GF(pr)) = 1, and if (e, pr-1) | p-1

N(e, GF(p*)) =      2Z     <Piq).
9l(«,Pr-l)

Finally we note that the automorphisms on k which lift to Re in the

tamely ramified case are exactly those automorphisms a such that

<f>H(u) is left fixed by the mapping a induces on ke. Thus every auto-

morphism on GF(pr) lifts to Re if and only if (e, pr —l)|p —1.
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